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2 TROLLEY WIRE 

NEW MEMBERS 

The Board and Shareholders welcome the following new 
members to the museum:-

Anthony Griffin 113 Richard Helm 114 

Peter Neve 115 

SEPTEMBER GENERAL MEETING 

About thirty members attended the general meeting held 
at Enmore on Friday 4th September. Highlights of the meeting were 
reports delivered by Richard Clarke, the Society's Mechanical and 
Acting Electrical Engineer on the recent attainment of electrical 
operation and the planned increase in capacity of the power supply 
system to enable regular operation to be launched; Bob Merchant, 
the Managing Director who outlined the recent transfer of Brisbane 
"Dreadnaught" car 180 and "0" car 1030 from Randwick to our 
museum while Ken McCarthy, the Chairman of the Board, reported 
briefly on the lightning tr ip made with two other museum members 
to the Victorian tramway systems and museum during the week 
before the meeting. 

Slides depicting tramway activity past and present from 
several countries, including New Zealand, were screened by Bob 
Merchant, Arthur Per ry , Ron Murray and Laurie Gordon at the 
conclusion of the formal part of the meeting. After the slide show, 
the gathering ended on an even less formal note with a rendition of 
"God Preserve the Czar" on the hall 's organ, described by the 
Chairman as being well in keeping with our historical atmosphere.' 

The next general meeting will be held at 8 p. m. on 
Friday 4th December at St. Luke's Church Hall, Stanmore Road 
Enmore. 

COVER PHOTO: "0" car 1187, now in operation at Glenwood, 
Oregon, is seen being loaded onto the "Ventura" at Walsh Bay, 
Sydney, on 17th July 1959. Photo, N .L . Chinn 
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TWO MORE TRAMCARS ARRIVE "HOME" 

During late June, the University of New South Wales, 
who now own portion of the former Randwick Tramway Workshops, 
informed the museum that the two t ramcars 180 and 1030 tempor
arily stored on their property would have to be removed within 
eight weeks. At this stage negotiations for the leasing of the Picton 
loco depot for the storage of further items of our expanding fleet 
were proceeding favourably and the Board fell, that all legal business 
entailed in this matter would be finalized in time. 

Unfortunately th ;s was not to be, and the two cars had 
to be transferred to Loftus hastily on Bank Holiday Monday, 3rd 
August; a task that was successfully accomplished thanks to the 
hard labours of all those concerned. 

At this stage it seemed certain that the Picton loco 
depot would be available to us in the near future, but at the lest 
moment the Department of Railways regretfully announced that the 
building was to be demolished immediately owing to its weakened 
state. 

As usual our thanks go out to Mr. Fred Denny our car t 
age contractor for his efficient handling of this bulky transfer at 
short notice, to the University of New South Wales for enabling us 
to store our two cars at Randwick for the past two years , and to the 
New South Wales Government Railways for their sympathetic 
negotiations and enquiries with regard to the lease of Picton loco 
shed. 

BUNDY CLOCK DONATED TO MUSEUM 

The Department ot Government Transport , N. S.W„who 
are still in che tramway operating business themselves with one 
"R l" car used as a works shunter at Randwick, recently donated 
a bundy clock to our museum. Considering its age the apparatus 
is in good condition; the time piece works accurately, and the old 
crest of the New South Wales Government Tramways forms an 
attractive emblazonment on the case. We wish to thank the D. G. T. 
for the donation, of this very interesting exhibit and hope it will not 
be too long before it is located at a strategic position along our 
main line. 
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"0" 1030 is lifted from its bogies on 3rd August at Randwick. 

Brisbane car 180 being unloaded onto temporary track in the sub
station yard at Loftus on 3rd August. 
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MODEL EXHIBITION 

On Friday, Saturday and Monday, 2nd, 3rd and 5th 
October, the Society will display an HO gauge tramway system at 
the NMRA exhibition at the Sydney Town Hall. A change of policy 
resulted in a reversal of the previous decision not to participate, 
paving the way for what should prove another successful display. 
Owing to the vast crowds which are expected in the town hall, 
members are specially requested not to come behind the Society's 
stand unless rostered to do so. 

HONORARY LIFE PRIVILEGES 

It was with great pleasure that the Board, on behalf of 
the members of S. P. E. R., unanimously agreed on the granting of 
"Honorary Life Privileges" to former secretar ies Clyde Woodside, 
and Bill Tuffnell. This amounts to an equivalent of the "Gold 
Pass" as issued in other places and we sincerely hope that both 
members will be frequent visitors to the museum in the future. 

ACTIVITY ALONG THE LINE 

On Sunday 16th August our "D" type single truck Cali
fornia scrubber car 134"S" (102 "D") emerged from the depot for 
the first time under its own power. Further t r ials during the day 
saw this car successfully negotiate all the depot yard trackwork. 
Returning to its home position in road number 1 at dusk, however, 
the car derailed on a faulty rail joint situated on an awkward reverse 
curve just at the depot door. To prevent a similar accident at this 
cramped spot again, the per way gang under Vic. Solomons relaid 
the outer rail on the offending curve during the following Sunday 
cutting in the new length so that the joint is now well inside the 
depot on the straight. The job was completed on Sunday 6th 
September when a length of check rai l located on the inner ra i l of 
this curve was aligned into position. 

We are extremely grateful to Ric Francis for his capable 
assistance with the oxy-acetylene torch during this tricky but suc
cessful relaying work. 

Work has also been progressing on the tidying of the 
area around the museum in readiness for the summer season. The 
cleared ground around the depot has been raked and work is in 
progress on the repair and repainting of the fence along our bound
ary with Lady Rawson Avenue. 
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Bendigo Birney 29 crossing the temporary bridge at Nolan Street on 
the North Bendigo line. 

Still one of the sights of Bendigo - the fountain at Charing Cross , 
where the four t r am routes c ross , and cars meet to transfer 
passengers . 
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DONATIONS FROM THE M. & M. T. B 

A recent request by this museum to the Melbourne and 
Metropolitan Tramways Board asking whether two bogies from 
their "W2" type cars would be available for purchase received the 
welcome reply that the Melbourne Board would be willing to make 
a donation of this equipment. Plans are now being finalized for 
the transport of these bogies to Sydney. 

A further request for details of the composition of check 
rail lubricating oil received a similar generous response from the 
Melbourne Tramways Board. Not only did our museum receive the 
recipe, but two gallons of the mixture together with a new brush 
were also donated to this Society. 

We are grateful for the interest that the M. & M. T. B. 
is taking in our activities and sincerely thank them for these 
generous donations. 

TRAMWAY MUSEUM SOCIETY OF VICTORIA LIMITED 

The museum's collection currently consists of seven 
cars , Melbourne 164, 182, 217 and Bendigo 3 which are stored in 
Malvern Depot and Beaumaris horse car number 4, Victorian 
Railways 34 and Melbourne 467 which are stored in private locations. 
Work is progressing on the repainting of Birney car 217, and p ro 
tective coats on cars 467 and 34. Horse car 4 is undergoing major 
body reconstruction while work parties are at present wrecking 
cable trai ler number 5 at St. Kilda in order to retr ieve a four wheel 
truck suitable for the horse car. 

Cars recently fully or partially wrecked by the Society 
for spare parts include Geelong 4, Melbourne 7 8, and three cable 
grip cars in the grounds of Monash University. 

The Society is still searching for a permanent site for 
their museum venture and we sincerely hope it will not be too long 
before we can announce their success in this search. 
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RAILWAY COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS 

The following shareholders were appointed to the Rail
way Committee for the next 12 months by the Board at its August 
meeting. :-

Managing Director (appointed in July) R. Merchant 
Communications & signalling engineer N. Reed 
Domestic power electrician C. Bartlett 
Electrical engineer (acting) R. Clarke 
Mechanical engineer R. Clarke 
PaintShop supervisor E. Davies 
Supervisor of exhibits at the museum R. Jackson 
Archivist N. Chiiin 
Way and works supervisor V. Solomons 
Building committee N. Chinn, L. Gordon, K. McCarthy 

The remaining offices will be filled at a later date. 

POLE ON THE WIRE 

Yet another stage towards regular electric operation was 
achieved at the museum at 4. 22 p .m . on Sunday 6th September when 
" L / P " 154 tested the first length of our permanent overhead wiring 
between the depot door and the tramway-railway platform. Due to 
the labour of members Dave Rawlings, Mike Giddey, Bill Parkinson 
John Shoebridge and Col Bartlett, this first length of overhead 
wiring was erected in record time. The following weekend saw 
track bonding completed on most of the main line, as well as further 
overhead extensions, and our t rams were operated free of trailing 
leads for the first time (the negative cable was still connected direct 
to the car on the previous weekend). During the afternoon train 
passengers on the adjacent railway line had the pleasure of seeing 
an electric t ramcar running beside them, loaded with enthusiastic 
members. 

The overhead wiring group thank John Shoebridge for his 
generous donation of span and trolley wire which has made this 
current burst of activity possible. 

CENTRE PAGES: "W2" car 269 passing over freshly relaid tracks 
in Dandenong Road, Melbourne, in March this year. 
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NEWS FROM INTERSTATE 

BRISBANE 
The Brisbane City Council Transport Department is 

gradually scrapping the end loading maximum traction "dreadnought" 
saloon cars represented in our collection by car 180. The B. C.C. 
plans to retain number 136 of this class for historical displays and 
tours after the rest are burnt at Milton Workshops. Single truck 
California Combination car number 47 which has been stored at 
Milton Workshops for some time pending rebuilding to original form 
is sti l l standing untouched in the yard. The Essanee grinder car 
(B. C. C. No. 17) purchased from Sydney has still not been put to any 
use in the northern capital, but scrubber number 16 (ex Sydney 137s) 
appears occasionally when Brisbane's two regular scrubbers are 
being serviced. 

Major works on the Brisbane tramways seem to be in 
suspended animation pending the findings of the current research 
team on suburban transport . No further fitting of air brakes to the 
drop centre cars has been carried out for some time, but fluorescent 
lighting is still being progressively fitted to the 400 type cars , 498 
being the last vehicle so treated. 

The overhead wiring on the disused Bulimba Fe r ry and 
Kalinga routes has now been removed as have the wires beyond the 
workshops on the Toowong line, thus special services to Milton 
tennis courts have been transferred to bus operation. Major track 
relaying has been undertaken in Bruswick Street at The Valley be
tween Wickham and Ann Streets, otherwise perway activity has been 
restricted to maintenance of short lengths of worn track at various 
places along the extensive system. 

The rotary converter in the substation of the Southern 
Electric Authority's 3'6" gauge electric railway between Murarrie 
and the Bulimba power station has been replaced by a mercury arc 
rectifier. Overhead fittings for this line are supplied by the 
Brisbane City Council Tramway Workshops, 

BENDIGO 
Two major bridge reconstruction jobs are at present 

influencing Bendigo tramway operations. Work has been proceeding 
since March on the erection of a new concrete bridge on the North 
Bendigo line at Nolan Street. Although the road is completely 
blocked to motor traffic the t rams are continuing to cross the creek 
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by mear_s of temporary beams placed across the gap. For two 
fortnightly periods during May and June, while the reinforced con
crete piers for the new structure were being prepared, Birney car 
29 operated in splendid isolation between the bridge and the outer 
terminus. Passengers were able to transfer between cars on either 
side of the obstruction by a temporary footbridge. 

Although car 29 operated without any trouble during this 
period the maintenance staff were continually "on edge" . . . at night 
the car was stabled on the roadway at the western side of the bridge 
fully illuminated and locked. During July the two road terminus at 
Quarry Hill was cut back 47 yards to the heel of the point blades. 
The salvaged rail will be used for the relocating stages at the Nolan 
Street bridge during its re-erect ion. The Golden Square terminus 
was similarly reduced from a two track layout to a single spur on 
18th January 1960. 

Work commenced during August on the rebuilding of the 
Bendigo Creek Bridge which passes under Charing Cross tramway 
centre from north to south. "Stage one" will not interfere with 
tramway traffic as this section lies between the Eaglehawk and 
Golden Square t racks , but the northern and southern stages of this 
15 month job will cause service interruptions to the two abovemen-
tioned lines. During last December the short duplicated portion of 
the Golden Square line was cut back 25 yards towards Charing Cross 
to enable cars to turn back clear of the future excavation. 

Unlike the Nolan Street reconstruction, t ram traffic will 
be replaced by a bus service for short periods during the rebuilding 
of the Bendigo Creek Bridge at Charing Cross . 

Considerable imagination has been used in the recent 
repainting of Bendigo cars which has resulted in the dull varnished 
interiors being brightened by the skillful use of white ceilings, light 
green wall panels and red floors. Bogie car 26 received partial 
treatment while Bogie cars (2nd) 17, and 24 together with four wheel 
car (3rd) 7 have been thoroughly restyled. At present bogie car 23 
is being entirely repainted in the shops. This redecorating scheme 
has received favourable reaction from the travelling public. 

The Bendigo per way crew continues to be actively 
engaged in track maintenance and was noted renewing the check rail 
on the southern approach curve to the railway overbridge at 
California Gully on 1st September. 
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The light Birney safety cars are in regular service on the 
Golden Square to North Bendigo line during the current reconstruc
tion; four of these are available for service:- longitudinal seat car 
11 and transverse seat cars 28, 29 and 30. Of the two other Birney 
cars , longitudinal seat car 15 is slowly being stripped for spare 
parts while t ransverse seat car 27 was removed from the ros ter in 
1958. 

MELBOURNE 
When the Sydney bus traveller samples the comfortable 

and speedy Melbourne t ram service he is left with no doubt in his 
mind why the Sydney buses are carrying less and less passengers 
each year and why they are losing over £2 million per annum. 
Melbourne's maintenance of rolling stock, track and overhead 
wiring is excellent and the whole atmosphere of the traffic and work
shop staff is one of pride and efficiency. 

Besides a speedy and regular service the M & M T B has 
also been going to great lengths to provide a comfortable journey 
for the 200 million passengers it carr ies each year. The elimina
tion of most of the noise from t ramcar operation has been achieved 
in many ways:-

1. By fitting resilient wheels to 89 of its t r ams . 

2. By fitting special track frogs laid on tough rubber blocks at 
six of the busiest tramway intersections. 

3. By extensive track maintenance. This is best illustrated by 
the recent magnification of the number of special per-way 
t ramcars on the roster and by the extensive relaying projects 
continually in hand. At present heavy relaying works a re 
being carried out in Balaclava Road, east of Balaclava Station. 
To aid the speed of this work t ram traffic is being diverted 
onto temporary track laid at road level on sleepers along the 
gutter line. 

4. By the use of carbon insert trolley skids. This has eliminated 
all wire noise while the carbon block cuts down arcing which 
prolongs the life of the wire. 

5. By reducing gear noise. 140 Melbourne t rams are now fitted 
with double helical gears and others are being progressively 
treated as the new equipment becomes available. 
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The Melbourne Vacuum Cleaner car, No 6, at Preston Workshops. 

Track relaying in Balaclava Road, Melbourne. The gang is laying 
concrete while car 924 passes on the temporary track at right. 
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The last frontier of t ramcar noise is about to fall with 
current experiments using non metallic brake blocks . . . . When all 
these plans are finally adopted throughout the whole fleet and 
system, Melbourne will have a public transport fleet second to none 
in Australia. 

One would think a tramway stronghold such as this would 
perhaps be neglecting its diesel bus services , but nothing would be 
further from the truth. Just recently the first of 100 new AEC 
Regal underfloor buses entered service having such features as 
complete air suspension, 6ft 7 inches of head room, forced ventil
ation, fluorescent lighting, fibre glass insulation, jerk free auto
matic gear boxes, comfortable padded seating and sensitive auto -
matic doors which prevent the bus from being driven away from a 
stop if the doors a re not completely closed. The full order of 100 
buses should be completed by June 1965, when Sydney, no doubt, 
will still be experimenting with its two inferior "Super Buses". 

BALLARAT 
Following an accident in Melbourne last year all 

Victorian t rams now carry two trolley pole ropes, one of which is 
fastened to the pole in the usual way, while the other is attached by 
a slip ring which normally res ts against the trolley base, but which 
can be manoeuvred up the pole should the regular rope break, thus 
removing the necessity for the conductor to climb onto the roof in 
an emergency. 

As in Bendigo, the Ballarat tramway system appears 
fairly prosperous during the daylight hours, but after dark the 
number of passengers carried falls away to nothing, in fact many 
tr ips are run without any patronage at all. The whole working after 
dark takes on the appearance of an archaic ritual, the need for which 
has long since vanished. It now seems that the provincial systems 
have been retained so long that even bus operation would not prove 
profitable. Local intelligence relates that where private bus routes 
returned 8% per annum a few years ago, this has now dwindled to 
5%, which does not entice any operator to take over the tram 
services with the huge outlay required for furnishing new vehicles. 
So the outlook seems to offer two alternatives, continued t ram 
operation at a loss, or no alternate public transport besides taxi 
cabs. 
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The PBPS work train, headed by the Whitfield rai l motor, pauses 
while the crew checks the lineside telephone wire. 

SPER track gang in action at Clematis on the PBPS line. 
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With the exception of the reserved track section on the 
Sebastopol line the track work in Ballarat is in fair condition, 
although the trunk Sturt Street line which is shared by all services 
(a thing which does not occur in Bendigo) is showing signs of wear. 

At present bogie car 43 is undergoing a thorough over
haul in the Ballarat shops, in the course of which the red.cedar side 
panels are being replaced with aluminium. The number and crest 
panels of this car were kindly donated to our museum for preserva
tion. During 1960 experiments were carried out in Ballarat, and 
later in Melbourne, with spraying the interior of the cars with a 
grey-green colour-fleck paint. At that stage this looked attractive, 
but time has shown that it cracks with age as the wooden strips and 
panels "work" in traffic and badly "crocodiles" if applied over the 
old varnish. In Ballarat the cars are receiving a similar roof 
treatment to Bendigo, while Melbourne seems to be having success 
using a ceiling lining of light grey flecked plastic laminate. 

SPER VISITS PUFFING BILLY 

While in Melbourne for the AETA convention in March, 
a party of Museum members paid a visit to the Puffing Billy P r e 
servation Society's 2"6" gauge railway in the Dandenongs. Through 
the kindness of Tom Murray, who is in charge of schoolboy work 
parties for the PBPS, the group was able to see the Society's 
operations from the inside rather than just ride on the train, which 
is now operating from Belgrave as far as Menzies Creek. 

Setting out from Belgrave in advance of the first train 
of the day, transport was provided by the ex-Whitfield rai l motor, 
NK 1, towing two small t ra i l e r s . After shunting at Menzies Creek 
the train continued on to Clematis and Emerald, the section which 
will be the next to be re-opened. In the afternoon the SPER party 
joined in re-sleepering work at Clematis, and found that narrow 
gauge lines have their advantages, in particular smaller and lighter 
sleepers (only 5'6" long). Another advantage of lightweight, 
narrow gauge equipment was demonstrated when the rail motor was 
derailed while being turned on a portable turntable. It was lifted 
back onto the track by hand! 

Later in the afternoon the SPER party rode back to 
Belgrave on the train, which was packed to the eaves despite the 
bad weather. Altogether it was most enjoyable to take part in the 
activities of another society which is not composed solely of a r m 
chair enthusiasts, and we look forward to more such contacts in 
the future. 
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Three bogie ca r s , headed by No 42, outside the depot at Ballarat. 

A single truck car passes the depot at Ballarat on its way to the city. 


